Master of Arts in Counseling
Course Syllabus
Course Information

COUN517 - HUMAN GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT
Fall 2016
3 Semester Hours

Location/Date/Time

Room: SB003
Thursday, 8:30 - 11:10

INSTRUCTOR’S INFORMATION:
Gregory Czyszczon, PhD, LPC
Email:
greg.czyszczon@emu.edu
Office Hours:
by appointment

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This course provides an advanced overview of current research and theory in life-span human development.
The course will enhance students’ understanding of significant developmental changes that occur over the
life span. Emphasis will be placed on standard physical, cognitive, emotional, and social development as well
as on issues such as diversity and socialization in relation to perceptions of human development.
Professional, clinical, legal, and ethical issues will also be addressed.

COURSE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:
Participants who successfully complete this course will have an understanding of:
1. theories of individual and family development across the life span (2.F.3.a.)
2. theories of learning (2F3.b)
3. theories of normal and abnormal personality development (2F.3.c)
4. biological, neurological, and physiological factors that affect human development, functioning,
and
behavior(2F.3.e.)
5. systemic and environmental factors that affect human development, functioning, and behavior (2F.3.f)
6. effects of crisis, disasters, and trauma on diverse individuals across the lifespan (2F.3.g)
7. general framework for understanding differing abilities and strategies for differentiated interventions
(2F.3.h)
8. ethical and culturally relevant strategies for promoting resilience and optimum development and
wellness across the lifespan. (meets CACREP competency 2F.3.i)
9. self-care strategies appropriate to the counselor role (meets CACREP competency 2.F.1.l; this
requirement is met through frequent in-class mindfulness and meditation activities, journaling and
discussion about self-care)
10. multicultural counseling competencies (meets CACREP competency 2.F.2.c; this competency is met
through discussions about culturally relevant perspectives on development and intervention as
well as
through required readings)
11. the impact of heritage, attitudes, beliefs, understandings, and acculturative experiences on an
individual’s views of others (meets CACREP competency 2.F.2.d; this requirement is met through
journaling, discussion, and required reading)
12. impact of crisis and trauma on individuals with mental health diagnoses (meets CACREP competency
5.C.2.f; this topic is covered through student presentation, and required readings)
13. cultural factors relevant to clinical mental health counseling (meets CACREP requirement 5.C.2.j; this
requirement is met through discussion/lecture as well as through required reading of the textbook)
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Teaching Approach:
This course combines experiential activities, class discussion, student and instructor presentation and select
media for exploring developmental psychology. It is important that you come to class having read all
assignments and responded to journal prompts in order to gain the most from this course.
The class structure will generally include lecture, discussion and student presentation in the first half of class.
The second half of class will frequently include the exploration of tools and activities designed to lend
personal insight and offer practice opportunities for intervention activities related to the topic or topics of
the day.

Syllabus Disclaimer:
This syllabus is not a contract. The instructor reserves the right to alter the course requirements,
schedule, and/or assignments based on new materials, class discussions, or other legitimate objectives.
Students will be given notice of relevant changes in class or via e-mail.

Technology:


Please turn them off and please do not text during class as it is disruptive and takes away from
the focus of the class. Inadvertently, we all forget to turn them off and that’s okay. If for some reason
you need to have your cell phone on, please let me know prior to class.



Students using laptop computers for note taking are asked to refrain from surfing the net and/or
managing email during class time. When the class is engaged in interactive conversation (e.g.
large or small group discussion) laptop computers should be closed so as to remove the
relational barrier they create.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER RESOURCES:
Required Reading:

Broderick, P.C., & Blewitt, P. (2015). The life span: Human development for helping
professionals, (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson.
Karen, R. (1998). Becoming attached: First relationships and how they shape our capacity to
love. New York, NY: Oxford University Press.
Sroufe, L.A., Egeland, B., Carlson, E.A., & Collins, W.A. (2005). The development of the
person: The minnesota study of risk and adaptation from birth to adulthood. New York,
NY: The Guilford Press.
Required Course Materials:

Journal: you will want to select a journal with pages suitable for drawing and holding media such as
watercolor, markers and glue. Sketching journals are available for as little as $7 at local bookstores
such as Barnes and Noble. Please no lined notebooks designed for note taking.
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SCHEDULE AND TOPICS:

Course Schedule

B = Broderick & Blewitt; K = Karen; S = Sroufe, et.al.
Date

Subject

Reading/Assignments Due

9/1/16

Introduction/Course Organization

-

9/8/16

Theory Overview & Interpersonal Neurobiology

B, Ch. 2; S, Ch. 1-4; K, 1-5

9/15/16

Infancy

B, Ch. 3; K, 6-12

9/22/16

Infancy

B, Ch. 4; S, Ch. 5

9/29/16

Infancy & Toddlerhood

B, Ch. 4; S, Ch. 6; K, 13-15

10/6/16

Early Childhood

B, Ch. 5; S, Ch. 7; (K, 16-19)

10/13/16

Middle Childhood

B, Ch. 6; S, Ch. 8; K, 20-23

10/20/16

Midterm

-

10/27/16

Adolescence

B, Ch. 7-9; S, Ch. 9

11/3/16

Adolecsence

B, Ch. 10

11/10/16

Early Adulthood

B, Ch. 11-12; S, Ch. 10; K, 24

11/17/16

Middle Adulthood

B, Ch. 13; S, Ch. 11; K, 25-26

11/24/16

Thanksgiving Break – No Class

-

12/1/16

Late Adulthood

B, Ch. 14; K, 27-28

12/8/16

Death & Dying

B, Ch. 15

12/15/16

Final Exam

-

Please Note: The above schedule and procedures for this course are subject to change in the event of extenuating circumstances.

GRADING CRITERIA AND OTHER POLICIES:
The Master of Arts in Counseling faculty support students in actively engaging their academic and applied
work throughout their training, valuing this as a core professionalism skill. An A and B track is offered in
most classes allowing students to complete assignments and reading commensurate with that grade.
Students who complete work for a designated grade are not assured that grade as their work is assessed for
competence and completeness by the grading professor. Students should be aware that graduate university
policy allows two C grades before being dismissed from the program and insufficient completion of the B
track requirements may increase their chances of receiving a lower grade.

GRADING & BREAKDOWN OF EVALUATION
A= 570+

A-=540-569

Classroom Participation
Weekly Reading Reflection
Group Presentation
Midterm
Journal
Development Interview
Reflection Paper
Final
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B+= 522-539

B= 498-521

20
20
100
100
100
100
60
100

B-= 480-497

C= 420-479

600 points possible
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ASSIGNMENTS:
Classroom Participation (20 pts): In this class we will learn from one another. It is important that everyone
participate meaningfully in all class activities and discussion in order for the class to gain a richer
understanding of the diversity of developmental experiences and in order to gain greater insight and
perspective. Mutual respect, honesty and authenticity are all highly valued in this course. Part of being
respectful to one-another is being on time, attending regularly, and maintaining one another’s confidences
as we share our own experiences. Please plan to leave your cell phones turned off and your lap-tops
attending only to notes. Texting or attending to social media is not conducive to classroom participation.
Group Presentation (100 pts and constitutes a competency): Each of you will participate in a presentation
of about 50 minutes. The presentation should be conference ready. Your presentation should include
handouts, media, and interactive components. Guidelines for developing a conference ready presentation
can be found at the end of this syllabus. Groups that don’t follow the guidelines tend to score much lower
than those who do. Please place your presentation materials and a copy of your presentation
feedback in your competency portfolio. This assignment fulfills CACREP standards: 2.F.3.i.; 2.F.3.g.; 2.F.3.f.;
2.F.3.e.; 2.F.3.a-c.
Midterm and Final (100 pts each): You will be given a Midterm and a Final that covers the material in your
books, classroom discussion, and media. These exams will be multiple choice and short answer. CACREP
standards: 2.F.3.a-i.
Journal (100 points): You will be given a series of activities, many in-class and some out-of-class, designed
to help bring the content of the course into a more personal level. A number of the activities in your Journal
will include standard journaling and will be centered around explorations and reflections of your personal
journey. We will share elements of our journal on our reflection day activity. This journal is for you; you are
encouraged to make it into something meaningful to you. Again, you may want to find a journal that is visually
and tactilely appealing to you. This assignment will demonstrate competency in CACREP standards: 2.F.3.a.;
2.F.3.e-g.; 2.F.3.i.
Developmental Interview (100 pts): For this activity you will need to find someone outside of class who is
willing to participate in an interview about his or her development over the life span. Guidelines for the
interview are included in the syllabus packet. This assignment is due on 11/17/16. Late papers will be
assigned a deduction. CACREP standards: 5.C.2.f.; 5.C.2.j.; 2.F.2.d.; 2.F.3.a-g.
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Presentation Guidelines
(This assignment is a Competency Assignment. Your presentation feedback as well as your handouts should be placed in
your competency folder. This assignment meets CACREP Standards: 2.F.3.i.; 2.F.3.g.; 2.F.3.f.; 2.F.3.e.; 2.F.3.a-c.)

The following are some questions to ask yourselves as you prepare your presentations:
1. Is the information provided clear?
2. Is the information important to maintaining counseling competence and a rich knowledge base?
3. Have I/we made the connections between the concepts and counseling applications clear?
4. If activities or video will be used, are they engaging? Are the connections to your presentation
evident?
5. Are the handouts useful and easy to read, understand and apply?
Below is a compiled a list of suggestions drawn from feedback given to past presenters in a number of
classes. I hope you will find these helpful. If you have any questions, please let me know!
Presentation:
a. If you are working as group presenters, each of you should understand all of what you are
presenting. Sometimes busy students collaborate by splitting the presentation down the middle and
some of the cohesiveness is lost. While you can “pass the baton” back and forth in terms of
discussing your topic, avoid giving a presentation that looks like each of you knows half or a quarter
of your topic and you are “taking turns” at presenting.
b. Consider merely referencing information that the group should know by this point of the class
(ex: information in your book that has been assigned prior to your presentation) rather than using
precious time to review basic information.
c. Presenters often talk about issues and concerns that have directly impacted their own lives. A
mistake some presenters make is to draw too heavily on their own experiences to illustrate their
topics rather than on the experiences of others, or on eliciting experiences from the audience. It is
fine to talk about your own experiences, but remember that in order to reach your audience best
you need their participation.
d. Work on smooth and intuitional transitions from one topic to the next
e. Strong presentations integrate clear counseling implications into the presentation. Sometimes
this is as simple as saying something about why the information is important/foundational
knowledge for working with a particular population, it may require a more thorough discussion of
counseling interventions that are recommended in light of the information provided, or may feature
the counseling implications with concepts and themes woven into it.
f. Watch your time! At a conference you will probably have about 50 minutes from start to finish. If
you go over, you don’t leave enough time for the person who follows you to set up and you don’t
leave your participants time to get to another session on time. Going over will irritate everyone at
the conference and reflect badly on you.
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PowerPoint/Keynote:
1. Be prepared for the possibility that your PowerPoint would not run and you would have to “fly
solo.” Consider making an “Emergency Outline” that will guide you through your most important
points. Remember that at conferences, the overhead projectors are often unreliable and sessions
run back to back and you will have almost no set-up time. You won’t have time to fumble around
with your PPT and projectors, if something isn’t working you need to be able to start your
discussion before losing too much time!
2. Be sure that your slides are not “too full” of information and that each slide can be read easily
from the back of the room.
3. Some “action” on the slides is nice, but too much action (like move in bullets for every point
throughout your 50 minute presentation) is too much and takes up your time. Think balance.
4. Never read from your slides. Your audience will assume you don’t know your topic and will be
annoyed.
5. Be sure that your slide background is easy to read. Darker backgrounds look very nice and show
up somewhat better on plasma screens, lighter ones with darker print show up better on white
screens.
6. Be sure to include in-text citations in your slides and a reference page handout.
Discussion:
1. Some topics bring up strong emotions for participants, such as death and dying. Be prepared to
“hold” the emotions that might come up during the discussion. You might even consider mentioning
that the topic sometimes evokes strong emotion, so that participants are not caught off guard.
2. Use your developing reflection skills to acknowledge and link participant comments to one
another and to your topic. Avoid “leaving people hanging.”
3. Decide how formal you want your presentation to look. If you want to encourage more discussion
and a less formal tone, you might consider sitting in front of your audience and talking in a more
casual tone. If you have a very structured presentation and a lot of information you may want to
take on a more formal, but accessible disposition.
4. Sometimes a discussion question brings more discussion than you really have time to
accommodate. Consider thinking of some responses that will help you to transition from open
discussion and back to your presentation points such as, “So we can see from the excitement in the
room that this topic raises a lot of important questions. But there is more to this puzzle that we
would like you to consider. If we can draw your attention to …”
5. Sometimes we expect a lot of discussion but instead we can hear the crickets chirping in the
corner every time we pause. Consider having an emergency activity or add-on information for
“quiet” groups. Be sure that this activity or added information isn’t something that you can’t do
without if things run more smoothly.
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Handouts:
1. Consider whether creating a handout, rather than using powerpoint note pages, is better for your
presentation. Sometimes the slides printed on handouts are impossible to read because the print is
so small—which is frustrating to your audience. (Consider the average age of attendees—
professional conferences tend to have older people may see less well than younger people …)
2. Consider using full sentences in your handouts so that people who return to the handout later
can remember the context and meaning of the ideas you presented.
3. Excellent handouts provide needed resources, brief discussions of information that people
should know but you may not have time to present in your 50 minutes, as well as full citations for
all information in your slides.
4. Sometimes, at a conference people will walk out of the session if they realize the handout has all
the information that will be presented and they don’t need to stay for the session—it is rude but not
uncommon. You can address this by controlling when you pass out your handouts or by creating
handouts that are not obvious scripts for your presentation.
5. For group presenters: your handouts should represent your work together (rather than two
handouts that have been pasted together). Decide on a format, font etc. and use that throughout.
Remember that everyone is responsible for what goes into the handout as far as your audience is
concerned, so please read all information on the handout and ask questions of your co-presenters if
something is unclear to you.
6. For a conference you will want to put your name and contact information on the handout.
Activities:
Activities can be helpful to illustrate the complexity or meaning of your topic and to orient your audience to
the tone and content of the ideas you will explore. However, activities take time and should be used optimally.
Here are some things to think about that will help you maximize the use of activities:
1. Make the connections between your activity and your topic clear to your audience.
2. When planning your activity consider the time it will take for people to arrange themselves, if the
activity involves movement, for you to give directions, and to summarize briefly what happened in
the activity (process).
3. If your activity raises emotion, be prepared to process that emotion with your participants.
4. If your activity is one that you recommend that your audience do with others (children in the
school setting, for example) consider providing instructions and materials list (if relevant).
Media:
Media is not a required component of your presentation, however, if you would decide to use media, here
are some things to think about:
1. Check, double check and triple check your media to be sure it is working. Have a plan for an event
when the media is not working. Think about how you would engage your audience while you make
adjustments if something were to go wrong while the media is playing. You can’t plan for every
crisis, but you can look like you did!
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2. Be sure that you don’t over-use media; 30 minutes of video in a 50 minute presentation does not
leave enough time to discuss your topic. Consider showing a key part of the clip if it is too long to
show in its entirety. Don’t forget to reference your media and to include a link somewhere in your
handouts.
3. Don’t forget that music, art, poetry, and other forms of media can be interesting ways of adding
meaning and interest to your presentation.
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Group Presentation
Self-Evaluation
Your Name:

Describe your role in your group:

What ideas did you contribute to the creation and development of the presentation:

What research were you responsible for in the presentation:

To what part of the handout did you contribute?
How many of the total group sessions did you attend? If you missed one or more sessions
please explain why and what you did to make it up:

Were the contributions of all members of the group equitable? Did all members attend all
sessions? Explain:

What grade do you feel you deserve?

Your group members?

How do you feel your peers would evaluate your contribution?
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Developmental Interview Rubric
(This assignment meets CACREP Standards: 5.C.2.f.; 5.C.2.j.; 2.F.2.d.; 2.F.3.a-g.)
Purpose of this assignment:
In our work, understanding the typical developmental trajectory is an essential component of assessing the
typicality of the clients we work with. It is also essential that we understand the role of key shaping
experiences of the parenting an individual received, critical and crisis events in their lives, influences of
peers and of the communities in which they live. This assignment will provide you with an opportunity to
practice gathering and making sense of this kind of information.
Please address the following topical areas (bolded) in an interview of either yourself or of another willing
participant. If you work with another person, please protect this individual’s identity by changing names
and refraining from naming specific geographic data.

To Earn an A: Please write a 5-7 page paper addressing the experiences of the body & physical
development, family, mind and emotion as well as at least one of the remaining categories.
To Earn a B: Please write a 4-5 page paper addressing the experiences of the body & physical development,
family, mind and emotion
Experiences of the Body & Physical development:
Discuss briefly aspects of your interviewee’s salient physical development:
 Birth (was your birth a difficult one, were you born earlier than expected, for example)
 Early development (crawling, walking, talking, etc. were these on time, were there aspects that
concerned your parents or created a difference in dynamic of care?)
 Middle childhood (experiences of physical development such as advancing coordination, learning to
ride a bike, swim, and other experiences that stand out to you as important)
 Challenges you faced over the life span with your physicality (declining hearing, difficulties with
movement, illness, significant allergies or dietary needs)
 Talents and strengths (strengths in physicality that have helped to define who you are, such as
athletics, yoga and so on)
 Aging (challenges specifically related to decline in body function related to aging)
Experiences of Parenting and Family:
 Describe the parenting you received as a child. What were the strengths and weaknesses of this
parenting?
 Describe your sibling relationships and how those have shaped the person you have become.
 Describe the importance of extended family in your life growing up and now.
Experiences of Mind:
 Describe your early experiences of school. What feelings did you experience about the prospect of
school? How did you experience your teachers and peers? How did this change over time?
 What expectations were made of you by parents, teachers and peers for your academic
achievement? How did you experience these expectations?
 What were your strengths? Where did you struggle? Has this shifted for you?
 What long term learning goals do you have for yourself—do you see yourself as a life-long learner
and what do you hope to learn one day that you have not yet learned (to play the banjo, speak
another language, etc.)
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Experiences of Emotion:
 Describe your early emotional temperament (shy, reflective, somewhat/very sad, joyful,
unflappable, highly anxious)
 What emotions were expressed most openly in your home/community? Which were less
acceptable or expressed in more subtle ways?
 What emotions are you most comfortable with in yourself and in others? Which are least
comfortable? How do you see this shifting over time?

Experiences of Community:
 Describe your community as you grew up. Describe any community tensions that you were aware
of, such as racial/ethnic tension, religious differences or other schisms that you were aware of and
how these influenced your experience of your community.
 Describe your community now. Describe any community tensions that you are aware of, such as
racial/ethnic tension, religious differences or other schisms that you were aware of and how these
influence your experience of your community.
 Describe aspects of community that have offered a sense of affirmation and welcoming.
Experiences of Love and Belongingness:
 Describe the significant events that have shaped the person you are today relative to the love you
have received (or was withheld) and your sense of belongingness.
 When and where do you feel the most comfortable? Where do you feel the least belonging?
 When is it easy to offer love to others? What stands in your way of giving love freely to others? How
has this changed over time?
Experiences of the Spiritual & Religious:
 Describe early memories of spiritual or religious experiences that had an influencing affect on you
 Describe the religious/spiritual education you had. How did you experience it? How did it influence
your beliefs today?
 Describe the role of faith or religious practice in your life today.
 How would you like this aspect of your experiencing to look as you get closer to the end of your life?
Tips for Success on This Assignment
The following may help you to be more successful on this assignment:




Understand that some of the questions may evoke uncomfortable memories and emotions. If you
decide to do a self-interview, it will be important to allow yourself time to have and experience
these feelings, wonder about them and then allow them to pass. If you are interviewing another
person, be prepared to hold emotions that may arise during your discussion.
Do not wait until the last moment to write this paper. It will show.



Make the assignment your own. Ask yourself, how can I make this assignment one in which I learn
more about myself and my becoming process?



Avoid mechanical descriptions that lack reflective quality. This is not an objective psychological
report but a written mosaic of the past, present, and dreams of the future.



Include an introduction and a conclusion section to help set up your paper and to tie key themes
together. Consider pointing out anything that you learned or realized from writing the paper.
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Unless it significantly interferes with the flow of your paper include headings that match the
required elements of your paper. This will make it clear that you have addressed these elements
and met basic requirements.



Feel free to ask questions if you are unclear about an element of the assignment or uncertain about
your work. I will be happy to talk with you about it.

Note: CACREP Standards 2.F.2.c.; 2.F.2.d. are embedded in all discussions; standard 2.F.1.l. is met in opening Soft
Landing Meditations and other self-care activities embedded in the class environment.

Professional Behavior
Attendance Due to the interactive nature of this training experience, students are required to attend and
actively participate in ALL supervision sessions. Students who anticipate missing internship class or are
experiencing difficulties meeting with their site supervisor should contact their faculty supervisor
immediately. Supervision is an essential element of the internship experience. Students who miss an
internship class or supervision are not able to count internship hours for that week.
Participation. Your full participation is requested. Role-plays and discussion are integral components of
this class and require your attention and presence. You are expected to demonstrate a professional attitude
and participate in a way that is respectful of yourself and others.
During this course, as a student, a future counselor, and as a person, you will be exposed to various
sensitive/challenging topics, discussions, videos and other material that will require you to do some
personal exploration/evaluation. You are also encouraged to share your personal views and experiences
with class/group members, and disclose some personal information if you wish to do so. Your
contributions may involve personal challenge and risk, may create discomfort and a sense of vulnerability.
In essence, there is risk involved in being a class/group member. It is the same risk and vulnerability that
we as facilitators will embrace as members of this class. I see this personal exploration and process as an
essential component of your education and your personal growth and also recognize the potential for
others to grow as professionals and as human beings.
I have chosen the materials, speakers, texts, and readings for this course very carefully and professionally.
However, we cannot control who will be personally offended or uncomfortable with what is presented. If
you feel any discomfort, you may always bring it up to the group to be evaluated or with us outside of class.
You may also choose to stay silent or leave the classroom environment. However, I encourage you to
evaluate your discomfort and face the challenging issues for your personal and/or professional growth.
Practicing being immediate has the potential to enlighten those around you, as well as yourself, in addition
to informing your future work as a clinician.


Writing Guidelines:
Writing will be a factor in evaluation: EMU has adopted a set of writing guidelines for graduate
programs that include four sets of criteria: content, structure, conventions and style (see below). It
is expected that graduates will be able to write at least a “good” level with 60% writing at an
“excellent” level. All written work must conform to APA writing style standards.



Academic Integrity Policy (AIP):
Good academic work must be based on honesty. The attempt of any student to present as his/her
own work, that which he or she has not produced, is regarded by the faculty and administration as a
serious offense. Students are considered to have cheated, for example, if they copy the work of
another, or use unauthorized notes or aides during an examination or turn in their own paper or an
assignment written, in whole or in part, by someone else. Students are guilty of plagiarism,
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intentionally or not, if they copy material from books, magazines, or other sources without
identifying and acknowledging those sources or if they paraphrase ideas from such sources without
acknowledging them. Students guilty of, or assisting others in cheating or plagiarism on any
assignment, quiz, or examination may receive a grade of F for the course involved and a report of
this incident will be filed in the dean’s office. Repeated violations will invoke a disciplinary process.


Turnitin:
Students are accountable for the integrity of the work they submit. Thus, you should be familiar
with EMU’s Academic Integrity Policy (see above) in order to meet the academic expectations
concerning appropriate documentation of sources. In addition, EMU is using Turnitin, a learning
tool and plagiarism prevention system. For more information about or to watch a demo of
Turnitin, please see: http://turnitin.com/en_us/features/demos.



Moodle:
Moodle is the online learning platform that EMU has chosen to provide to faculty, administrators
and students. Students will have access to course information within Moodle for any class they
are registered for in a given term. The amount of time a student has access to information before
and after the class is somewhat dependent on the access given to students by the individual faculty
member. However, please note that courses are not in Moodle permanently – after two years the
class is no longer accessible. Please be sure to download resources from Moodle that you wish to
have ongoing access to.



Academic Support Center
If you have a physical, psychological, medical or learning disability that may impact your work in
this course, it is your responsibility to contact Office of Academic Access on the third floor of the
Hartzler library, 540-432-4233. They will work with you to establish eligibility and to coordinate
reasonable accommodations. All information and documentation is treated
confidentially. http://emu.edu/academics/access/
Please refer to the Student Handbook, which can be found at
http://www.emu.edu/studentlife/student-handbook/ for additional policies, information, and
resources available to you.



Institutional Review Board:
All research conducted by or on EMU faculty, staff or students must be reviewed by the Institutional
Review Board to assure participant safety: http://www.emu.edu/irb/.

The IRB requires all researchers submitting proposals to complete the online researcher
training provided by NIH (the website requires the establishment of a no-cost account). This
training covers basic concepts, principles, and issues related to the protection of research
participants. When training is successfully completed, the researcher will receive a certificate.
This certificate should be saved (as an image or pdf file) and kept on file – proof of training is
required when submitting an IRB proposal."


Graduate Writing Center:
Please take advantage of the free individual tutoring from graduate student tutors (see
http://www.emu.edu/writing-program/ for more information). To make an appointment, please
access ASC Tutoring through the myEMU portal: https://emu.mywconline.com/index.php. See
Academic Program Coordinator for more information about available services and tutoring times.



Course Extensions and Outstanding Grades:
For fall and spring semesters, all coursework is due by the end of the semester. If a student will not
be able to complete a course on time, the student must submit a request one week before the end of
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the semester for an extension (up to 6 months), by emailing the instructor, academic advisor and
the Academic Program Coordinator. If the request is granted the student will receive an “I
(incomplete) for the course which will later be replaced by a final grade when the work has been
turned in on the agreed upon date. If the request for an extension is denied, the student will receive
a grade for the work that has been completed up until the time the course was expected to have
been completed. If no work has been submitted, the final grade will be an F (or W under unusual
circumstances and with permission of the Program Director). Extensions will be given only for
legitimate and unusual situations. Extensions are contracted by the student with the program for
up to a maximum of 6 months after the deadline for the course work.
PLEASE NOTE: If the outstanding course work is received within the first 6 weeks of the extension,
no grade reduction will be imposed; after 6 weeks any outstanding coursework will be reduced by
½ letter grade. If the extension deadline is not met, the student will receive a final grade based on
the work completed.
Academic Program Policies:

http://emu.edu/graduate-and-professional-studies/graduate-student-handbook.pdf
http://www.emu.edu/catalog/graduate/graduate-professional-policies.pdf


Title IX:
The following policy applies to any incidents that occur (on or off campus) while you are a student
registered at EMU. It does not apply if you are talking about incidents that happened prior your
enrollment at EMU. It is important for you to know that all faculty members are required to
report known or alleged incidents of sexual violence (including sexual assault,
domestic/relationship violence, stalking). That means that faculty cannot keep information about
sexual violence confidential if you share that information with them. For example, if you inform a
faculty member of an issue of sexual harassment, sexual assault, or discrimination he/she will keep
the information as private as he/she can, but is required to bring it to the attention of the
institution’s Title IX Coordinator. If you would like to talk to this office directly, Marcy
Engle, Title IX Coordinator, can be reached at 540-432-4148 or marcy.engle@emu.edu.
Additionally, you can also report incidents or complaints through our online portal
at http://emu.edu/safecampus/. You may report, confidentially, incidents of sexual violence if you
speak to Counseling Services counselors, Campus Ministries’ pastors, and Health Services
personnel providing clinical care. These individuals, as well as the Title IX Coordinator can provide
you with information on both internal and external support resources.
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Writing Standards – Graduate Level (revised Spring 2012)
Criteria

A excellent

B good

C minimal expectations

Content
(quality of the
information, ideas
and supporting
details.)

- shows clarity of
purpose
- offers depth of content
- applies insight and
represents original
thinking

- shows clarity of
purpose
- offers substantial
information and
sufficient support
- represents some
original thinking

- shows clarity of purpose
-lacks depth of content and
may depend on generalities
or the commonplace
- represents little original
thinking

Structure
(logical order or
sequence of the
writing)

- is coherent and
logically developed
-uses very effective
transitions

-is coherent and
logically developed
-uses smooth
transitions

-is coherent and logically
(but not fully) developed
-has some awkward
transitions

Rhetoric and Style
(appropriate
attention to
audience)

- is concise, eloquent and
rhetorically effective
- uses varied sentence
structure
-is engaging throughout
and enjoyable to read

- displays concern for
careful expression
- uses some variation in
sentence structure
-may be wordy in
places

Information
Literacy
(locating, evaluating,
and using effectively
the needed
information as
appropriate to
assignment)

- uses high-quality and
reliable sources
- chooses sources from
many types of resources
- chooses timely
resources for the topic
- integrates references
and quotations to
support ideas fully

Source Integrity
(appropriate
acknowledgment of
sources used in
research)

- cites sources for all
quotations
- cites credible
paraphrases correctly
- includes reference page
- makes virtually no
errors in documentation
style

- uses mostly highquality and reliable
sources
-chooses sources from a
moderate variety of
types of resources
-chooses resources
with mostly
appropriate dates
- integrates references
and quotations to
provide some support
for ideas
- cites sources for all
quotations
- usually cites credible
paraphrases correctly
- includes reference
page
- makes minimal errors
in documentation style

- displays some originality
but lacks imagination and
may be stilted
- uses little varied sentence
structure
- frequently uses jargon and
clichés
-uses generally clear but
frequently wordy prose
-uses a few poor-quality or
unreliable sources
-chooses sources from a few
types of resources
-chooses a few resources
with inappropriate dates
-integrates references or
quotations that are loosely
linked to the ideas of the
paper

Conventions
(adherence to
grammar rules:
usage, mechanics)

- uses well-constructed
sentences
- makes virtually no
errors in grammar and
spelling
- makes accurate word
choices

- has sources for all
quotations
- has mostly credible
paraphrases, sometimes
cited correctly
- includes reference page
with several errors
-makes several errors in
documentation style.
- usually uses wellconstructed sentences
- makes several errors
- makes word choices that
distract the reader

- almost always uses
well-constructed
sentences
-makes minimal errors
in grammar and
spelling
- makes accurate word
choices
The weighting of each of the six areas is dependent on the specific written assignment and the teacher’s
preference. Plagiarism occurs when one presents as one’s own “someone else’s language, ideas, or other
original (not common-knowledge) material without acknowledging its source” (adapted from Council of
Writing Program Administrators).
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